
J__________Features________Hackers Leak Nude Photos Of CelebritiesBen Wilstein By now, news of the recent leak of pictures depict-Backpage Editor ing nude celebrities such as Jennifer Lawrence has reached all the way from top gossip news channels to parents curious why they haven’t seen their children in weeks. Asoften follows such scandals, many untrue rumors about what really happened have circulated.When the pictures went viral around the internet and beyond, the world fell into chaos. Victimized celebrities threatened to sue anonymous web users. Others simply claimed the photos of themselves were completely faked, and, without much investigation, all blame fell onto electronic media giant Apple.The original accusations were aimed at Apple's internet storage service, the iCloud, which backs up almost all information on Apple computers, iPads, iPods, and iPhones, including emails, apps, voice- mails, and certain photos that celebrities don't want the public to see. Many thought that hackers had found weaknesses in the iCloud and were able to pull the photos right out of it. Apple, desperate to clear its name before the release date of its worst kept secret, the iPhone 6, conducted further investigations of the leak, and found somthing very unexpected. It was discovered that the source of leaks originated from only one person with the internet alias "orignalguy.”"Originalguy" is a celebrity porn collector who has been gathering his "stash” over the period of a few months. He bought the photos off of various hackers who guessed internet passwords and security questions based off email addresses and other profile aspects, giving them
Privacy NowDylan Rossbach y)le recent scandal Business Manager regarding the leakedprivate pictures and videos of various celebrities stored in the Cloud brings up a bigger discussion regarding privacy in our country. The question people are now asking is: how private is the private information stored on your phone?Snapchat is a popular picture message app on which pictures sent or received disappear after a certain amount of time. Because of this, many senders feel comfortable sending pictures they may not send either through text or email, because they believe it is only temporary. In 2013 however, computer expert

Richard Hickman discovered that these photos are not deleted forever; rather, they are remapped within the program and the snap- chat servers. This means any photo you have sent through Snapchat that you thought was just temporary is still stored and owned by Snapchat and can be still be accessed, either on your personal phone or the snapchat servers, making these photos vulnerable to attack. But it goes further than just Snapchat.In 2013, Edward Snowden, a former member of the National Security Agency (NSA), leaked information about government-funded unwarranted spying on citizens across the world, both internationally and domestically.

unlimited access to the accounts to which they belong. These hackers were clever enough to get into the accounts of famous musical artists and actors. They then sell the photos for high prices to porn collectors,"Originalguy" had built up quite the collection and was ready to dump it. He started posting on anonymous image website, AnonIB, the who, what, when, and where of the event. The word MAJOR WIN, a code name for nude photos, started flashing around the site. After "originalguy" released the photos it didn't take long for them to make their way to larger sites like 4chan and reddit. These sites soon crashed due to overuse.While a spokesperson for Panem's favorite tribute Jennifer Lawrence confirmed the photos of her were real, other celebs such as rising pop star Ariana Grande and Olympic gymnast Mikela Moroni claimed them to be completely fake. Faked or not, the celebrities felt victimized. Other popular celebrities whose private photos, if they have them, were left untouched -such as Seth Rogen and Emma Watson, urged internet users not to look at the photos.As the aftermath of the event played out, internet hackers displayed frustration with the leak, as they believe it will cause companies like Apple to come up with more complicated security methods to protect private information, making hacking harder than ever. Apples latest invention is a double security function where the account owner receives a confirmation text they must respond to that gives them access to their accounts. However, it's likely only a matter of time before something like this happens again.
They have the ability to access any individual’s personal devices as a means of gathering information. According to Snowden "I, sitting at my desk could wiretap anyone, from you or your accountant, to a federal judge or even the president, if I had a personal email." As new information began to be revealed, the results became more and more shocking. It was soon reported by the Washington Post that, "Ninety percent of those placed under surveillance in the U.S. are ordinary Americans, and are not the intended targets.” With all of these revelations it makes it hard to trust that any of our information, no matter how private it seems, is safe from exposure.




